
The Slip Lane Timeline: 
 
March 24, 2011: First contacted the Minister’s office in 2010 following publication of road changes due to 
Barrack Square. 
 
April 30, 2012: Contacted the MRA to request consultation following publication of plans which showed our 
access road was to be removed. 
 
May 30, 2012: Consulted with Veronica Jeffery May 30, 2012. Specifically raised concerns about trailer 
size, flat curbing, 24-hour paid parking. 
 
January 25, 2013: Wrote to Lord Mayor Lisa Scaffidi regarding (what is now) the Hilton Doubletree site 
and Barrack Square development, raising concerns about ongoing access and that a second exit from the 
service lane would be preferred. 
 
July 3, 2013: Consulted with Shaylee Cowan from Leighton Broad. To our disappointment, none of our 
concerns about flat curbing, parking and access seemed to have been passed on. Alerted the MRA 
(Veronica Jeffery) to this. We provided Leighton Broad with specifications of our trailer dimensions and 
transportation requirements, and voiced our support of an additional exit being added to the riverside 
access road to allow our continued operations. 
 
WARC advised Leighton expects it will be able to “continue access” for the club around Barrack Square for 
the duration of construction. We are very sceptical of this. 
 
July 5, 2013: Leighton Broad advises staff member Ryan Alach is tasked with solving the access problem 
for WARC, and for the first time a “temporary slip lane”  - first mooted by WARC more than a year 
previously– is considered. 
 
April 29, 2014: A slip line is still not in place. WARC sends photographs to Leighton Broad showing we 
have barely 10cm spare when exiting with the boat trailer. 
 
July 6, 2014: WARC is advised a slip line is going to be installed for WARC. 
 
August 20, 2014: WARC is asked by the City of Perth, Dario Nardi, if it is possible to reverse the trailer 
along riverside drive. This sets alarm bells ringing as clearly this is not a safe nor reasonable expectation. 
 
WARC writes to Mr Nardi expressly raising concerns about the lack of appreciation from the City of Perth 
for our access requirements, that we will lobby to keep the temporary exit and that the City of Perth is 
actively putting our members in danger. 
 
The City is provided with trailer dimensions and documentation showing we had been raising concerns 
about this for more than two years. 
 
June, 2014: The slip lane is put in place. WARC is advised by Leighton that they have paid a ~$100K bond 
to guarantee removal of the slip lane at completion of the project. WARC tells the City of Perth expressly 
that we wish to keep the slip lane. 
 
October 2015: Barrack Square is finally opened. For the first time we are able to inspect the turning circle 
and curbing to the area. We immediately discover our requirements for flat curbing and sufficient room to 
exit the service lane have been overlooked. We raise this with the MRA who are now our main contact for 
consultation. 
 
October 28: After raising this with Leighton, we are asked by Leighton if we can confirm there has been 
“no change in vehicle or trailer size as previously advised” as they think it should work on the information 
provided. We provide the information again – for the fourth time.  
 
November 2: Nick Wakeford meet with Leighton to discuss how to remediate the Barrack Square exit to 
allow trailer access. We have no confirmation that Leighton did not comply with our feedback, however 
Leighton verbally suggests its preference would also be to keep the slip road and agrees remediation is 
required to get the trailer around Barrack Square.  
 
November 12, 2015: WARC approaches the Department of Planning to apply for retrospective planning 
approval, following advice from the MRA that this was the next step. Planning disagrees, sends WARC 



back to the MRA after having no luck getting an answer from the City of Perth. The MRA commits to raise 
the matter with the COP. 
 
November 13: WARC receives separate advice from the City of Perth that a decision on 24-hour paid 
parking around Barrack Square is yet to be made, and it will be made jointly with the MRA. We’re confident 
we will not end up with 24-hour paid parking and have requested unrestricted parking from midnight to 
8am. (this is later confirmed from the MRA). 
 
November 14: Following parking advice, WARC approaches new people at the City of Perth on the 
process required to keep the slip road. This is prompted by a conversation at the Barrack Square market 
where it is suggested from a City staffer that the slip road will be removed before the end of the year. 
 
November 19: An informal discussion with the MRA, it is suggested that the contractors did indeed not 
comply with WARC feedback and this could be subject to either remediation or financial settlement. 
 
December 1: The City of Perth recommends WARC goes back to planning to discuss options. At this point, 
the President’s brain breaks. 
 
December 2: WARC approaches Cr Reece Harley to step in after being on a circular treadmill for about 
four years. Feedback is provided which suggests the City of Perth denies responsibility for the predicament 
(fair enough) and directs responsibility for sorting out access for WARC to the MRA. 
 
December 3: WARC beings preparing a planning application to the City of Perth to keep the slip lane with 
assistance of Cr Harley, and alerts the MRA to this move. 
 

 


